Data sheet

Photographic
Services

on the ground and in the air. They can also provide
photographic support to other activities, including
trials or PR events external to Boscombe Down.
Amongst the services they offer are:


Air to air photography – stills and video
image capture using digital formats.



Operation of fixed camera systems for
airborne stores / weapon release, including
high speed recording devices.



Operation of ground based filming
equipment for trials data recording or
marketing purposes, both in the UK and
Overseas.



Operation of optical survey equipment to
accurately determine the alignment of
cameras on aircraft, and, to provide
calibrated points for heading
measurements.



Stills image manipulation, photo layouts
for presentation and large format printing.



Cine and aerial wide film processing.



Technical photography, both in the studio
and onboard aircraft of installations,
modifications etc

The photographic facility, based at MOD Boscombe
Down, offers a versatile range of photographic
services to fit a broad spectrum of customer
requirements. This highly skilled team of
professionals has a vast experience of working both
in hazardous and military environments. They have
FTO (Flight Test Observer) status and hold medical
clearances for all types of military aircraft, which
enables them to fully support trials activities, both

Macro photography reveals details which can not
be seen with the naked eye – providing evidential
material for investigations and safety cases



Telecine transfers of processed film or
archive material to video / digital formats.



Video tape duplication to digital formats.



Multi format video editing (including HD)
for data compilation, documentary and
marketing purposes

All imagery supplied will be in the format and
resolution of the customers’ choice.

Composite time lapse photography is just one of the special techniques
that can be employed to turn data into knowledge

If you have a photographic requirement and you
would like to discuss how we can help you, please
contact
For further information please contact:
Paul Jarvis
Photographic Services Manager
Flight Engineering Services
QinetiQ
Bldg 668
MOD Boscombe Down
Salisbury
Wiltshire
SP4 0JF
Tel: +44 (0)1980 662763
pjarvis@QinetiQ.com
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